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Figure 1: The multi-user natural language interaction system for interactive storytelling.

Abstract
Interactive narratives designed for television and
cinema demands new interaction mechanisms. In the
TV context, thousands of viewers sharing the same
narrative at different places must have the opportunity
to interact with ongoing stories. The same requisite is
valid for cinema, where the whole audience in the
theater must have the opportunity to interact. This
paper presents a multi-user natural language interface
for interactive storytelling applications designed for
TV and cinema. The proposed system combines the
use of mobile devices with natural language to allow
users to freely interact with virtual characters by text or
speech.
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1. Introduction
The first interactive narratives can be dated back to the
1970s [Meehan 1977] and important experiments on
agent-based storytelling systems took place in early
1990s [Loyall and Bates 1991]. In the 2000s we can
find the most influential research works on interactive
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storytelling systems [Cavazza et al. 2002][Mateas and
Stern 2003]. In more recent years, we have been
exposed to new demands for richer interactive
experiences in storytelling, such as transmedia
storytelling [Cheshire and Burton 2010], social
interaction between groups [Williams et al. 2011], and
interactive TV [Ursu et al. 2008a]. These new
interactive experiences require the development of
especial interaction mechanisms.
An interaction mechanism defines how users are
able to communicate their desires and expressing
satisfaction with the ongoing story. These mechanisms
should consider the characteristics of the media
platform that supports the story. In television, for
instance, interaction systems should consider one or
few local viewers (in the same room) or thousands of
viewers sharing the same story at different places. In
movies, the audience is restricted to the theater space
(although synchronous forms of projection could
connect several theaters). Interactive narratives
designed either for TV or cinema require new
interaction systems that support multi-user interactions.
Moreover, the interaction must be simple, comfortable
and attractive to users. Ideally, the interaction system
should be transparent, that is, it should not occupy the
screen space with 2D widgets or any other pictorial
artifacts that interfere with the visual language of the
film or the TV program.
In this paper we propose a natural language
interface for interactive TV/Cinema storytelling that
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accomplishes the requirements for a transparent multiuser interaction interface. It combines the use of
mobile devices with natural language to allow users to
freely interact with virtual characters by text or speech
(Figure 1). We implemented a prototype of the
proposed interaction system in Logtell [2012], an
interactive storytelling system based on temporal logic
and non-deterministic planning. The interactive story
implemented in our system corresponds to a short story
in the genre of swords and dragons using 3D characters
(Figure 2). The dramatization module of Logtell can
either work with 3D models or living actors [Lima
2012].

Figure 2: 3D dramatization of the swords-and-dragons story
performed by the proposed system.

2. Previous Works
There are several works on forms of interactions for
interactive storytelling in the literature. They cover the
subject from traditional GUI interfaces [Ciarlini et al.
2005][Grasbon and Braun 2001] to more complex
interaction mechanisms, such as speech recognition
[Mateas 1999][Swartout et al. 2001][Cavazza et al.
2002][Cavazza et al. 2009], body gestures combined
with speech [Cavazza et al. 2004][Dow et al.
2007][Cavazza et al. 2007][ Lima et al. 2011a], handdrawn sketches [Kuka et al. 2009][ Lima et al. 2011b]
and physiological inputs [Gilroy et al. 2012].
The use of natural language as a form of interaction
in interactive storytelling systems was extensively
explored by several authors. Façade [Matheas and
Stern 2004] was the first large-scale use of natural
language input in interactive storytelling. Façade
accepts surface text utterances from the player and
decides what reaction(s) the characters should have to
the utterance. For example, if the player types “Grace
isn’t telling the truth”, the system recognizes that this
is a form of criticism and decides what reaction Grace
and Trip should have after Grace being criticized. Its
narrative is almost entirely dialogue-based and the high
quality of the natural language system comes at the
cost of significant authoring work [Mehta et al. 2007].
In a different approach, Mead et al. [2003] present a
speech interface based on the notion of influence,
where the user is able to interfere with the course of
action by influencing the decisions made by the
characters. This is achieved by recognizing
corresponding speech acts and mapping them to the
plans that implement characters’ behaviors in the story.
However, none of these works considers the
possibilities of multi-user interactions.
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Interactive TV is naturally a multi-user
environment. In this context, Ursu et al. [2008b]
propose new forms of interactivity with the TV content
through the ShapeShifting Media, a system designed
for the production and delivery of interactive screenmedia narratives. Their applications include My News
& Sports My Way, in which the content of a continuous
presentation of news is combined in accordance with
users’ interest, and the romantic comedy Accidental
Lovers, in which users can watch and influence a
couple’s relationship. In Accidental Lovers, viewers
are able to influence the ongoing story by sending
mobile text messages to the broadcast channel.
Changes in the emotional state of the characters and
their relationships depend on the existence of some
specific keywords found in the viewer’s messages. A
similar approach is used in Akvaario [Pellinem 2000],
where viewers can influence the mood of the
protagonists through phone messages. There are few
works on interactive cinema. Last Call [Jung von Matt
2010] is an interactive advert for the 13 th Street TV
Channel exhibited experimentally in movie theaters. In
Last Call, the audience interacts with the actress
talking to her via cell phone. However, none of these
applications has a complete natural language interface
that understands the user input; only specific keywords
have some effect on the ongoing story. Furthermore, in
Last Call the software simply works with a fixed tree
of pre-recorded video segments.
The main difference between the interaction model
presented in this work and the previous ones is the use
of a natural language interface in a multi-user
interactive environment for TV and cinema. Moreover,
we adopt a fully implemented interactive storytelling
system designed for interactive TV/cinema that
automatically generates coherent and diversified
interactive stories.

3. Interaction Model
Television and movies are classical media for telling
stories. The possibility of interaction can expand the
boundaries of those media towards new forms of
storytelling. In this context, however, the need for
comfortable and simple interaction methods becomes
even more essential. Moreover, it is also important to
consider not only the case in which users want to
actively intervene in a story, but also the case in which
they just want to watch TV without being called to
interact by any means. Based on this idea, we
established the following requirements for the
proposed interaction interface:




Comfortable: users must feel comfortable
using the interaction interface.
Simple: the interaction mechanism must be
simple to allow anyone to interact easily.
Attractive: the interaction interface must be
attractive to motivate users to interact.
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Transparent: the interaction interface must
be transparent to users that just want to watch
TV/movies without interactions.
Multi-user: the interaction interface must
handle the multi-user interactions present in
TV and movies.

In traditional interactive TV/cinema environments,
interaction is usually done through on-screen GUI
artifacts. However, there are two main problems with
this approach: (1) it compromises the requirement for a
transparent interface and may distract users that just
want to watch TV/movies without interactions; and (2)
it does not comply with the requirements of a complete
multi-user interface, because on-screen GUI artifacts
cannot cope with several users at the same room.
Our interaction model uses personal mobile devices
(phones and tablets) to overcome the limitations of onscreen GUI artifacts and to provide a more attractive
interaction mechanism. This is an effective approach
because almost everyone has a mobile phone.
Moreover, removing the interface artifacts from the
TV/cinema screen makes the interaction more
transparent and avoids interferences in the visual
content being exhibited. As the mobile devices can be
directly connected to the broadcast server through the
internet, another great advantage of this model
becomes visible: the interaction system is completely
independent of the TV model; it is even compatible
with traditional analog TVs.
The development of a user interface that is
comfortable, simple, and attractive is another difficult
challenge that emerges when designing an interaction
interface for interactive storytelling. A simple GUI
interface in the mobile devices may not be attractive
and does not scale very well when there is a large
amount of options to choose (which is very common in
an interactive story). Our approach to create a more
comfortable, simple, and attractive interaction
mechanism is the use of a natural language user
interface. In this system, users can write or speak what
they want to happen in the story. With this interaction
method it is easy to imagine the possibility of watching
a movie while advices are continuously being sent to
the characters.
3.1 Basic Architecture
Figure 3 illustrates the basic architecture of the
natural language interface and how it communicates
with the interactive storytelling system. The
Storytelling Server generates and controls the
execution of the stories, administrates multiple clients
who share the same narrative, and informs the
Interaction Server about valid suggestions for the next
chapters. The Interaction Server is the connection
between the interactive storytelling system and the
multi-user interaction interface. It is responsible for
receiving interaction messages, translating user’s
advices into valid story suggestions, and informing the
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Storytelling Server about the user’s choices. The
Mobile Interface is an application running on mobile
devices that is responsible for capturing the user input
(text or speech) and sending it through the internet to
the Interaction Server. The Client Drama Viewer is
responsible for the exhibition of the generated plots on
the display device, which can be a TV or any other
device than can receive and display the broadcast
signal.
Client

Server

Client
Drama
Client
ClientDrama
Drama
Viewer
Viewer
Viewer

Storytelling
Server

Client
Drama
Client
Drama
Mobile
Viewer
Viewer
Interface

Interaction
Server

Figure 3: Basic architecture of the proposed multi-user
natural language interaction system.

Users are able to interact by giving advices to the
virtual characters at any time during dramatization.
Figure 4 illustrates the dynamic behavior of the
interaction system through an activity diagram. The
Interaction Server is continuously collecting all the
suggestions sent by the users (G facts) and combining
them with the facts added (F+) and removed (F-) from
the current state of the world by the planning system.
When the end of the scene/chapter is reached, the facts
that are more frequently mentioned by the users and
that are not inconsistent with the ongoing story are then
incorporated into the story plot. In Figure 4, thick black
bars indicate parallel activities. We should notice that a
chapter overture is exhibited (e.g. audio, text, and/or
video) while the system runs the plot generator module
(the most demanding processing time). Also we can
see that interactions occur during the dramatization
process (i.e. in parallel with the box “Run Drama” of
Figure 4).
3.2 Mobile Interface
The Mobile Interface is the interface between users and
the interaction system. It consists of a small application
developed for Android mobile devices (such as
smartphones and tablets), where users can interact with
the ongoing stories by writing or speaking a
suggestion/advice to the virtual characters using
natural language. The user interface of this application
is shown on Figure 5.
Users can interact with the story by typing the
suggestions and advices in the text box shown on the
mobile interface or by pressing the microphone icon
and then speaking out the intended suggestion. The
Android Speech Recognition API is used to recognize
the user speech and to convert it into text. In this way,
the system only needs to handle and understand written
text. However, to make the mobile interface a very
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simple and light application, the process of extracting
meaning from the user’s suggestions is done in the
Interaction Server. So, after reading the user input (text
or speech), the mobile application sends the user
suggestions through a TCP/IP connection to the
Interaction Server, which is responsible for interpreting
and extracting meaning from the suggestions.

Update Initial State
with F+, F-, G

Exhibit Chapter
Overture

Run Plot
Generator

Run
Drama

Collect
Suggestions G

Generate
F+, F-, G

next chapter/scene
end story
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4. Natural Language Processing
The process of extracting meaning from the users’
suggestions involves natural language processing
[Jurafsky and Martin 2000]. A traditional natural
language processing task consists of two main phases:
(1) syntax parsing, where the syntax tree and the
grammatical relations between the parts of the sentence
are extracted; and (2) semantic analysis, which is the
extraction of the meaning of words or phrases.
In the proposed interaction system, we adopted the
Stanford Parser to perform the syntax parsing of the
sentences [Klein and Manning 2003]. The Stanford
Parser [Stanford 2012] is a probabilistic parser that
represents all sentence relationships as typed
dependency relations instead of using phrase structure
representations. However, it also produces phrase
structure trees.
The Stanford Parser produces 55 different typed
dependencies [Marneffe and Manning 2008]. These
dependencies reflect the grammatical relationships
between the words. Such grammatical relations provide
an abstraction layer to the pure syntax tree and provide
information about the syntactic role of all elements.
Figure 6 shows a phrase structure tree generated by the
Stanford Parser for the sentence “Draco should kill
Marian!”. The corresponding typed dependencies are
listed in Figure 7. Typed dependencies facilitate the
analysis of semantic relationships between words
based on both their grammatical relationships and
overall sentence syntactical structure.
S

Figure 4: Activity diagram of the proposed interaction
system.

VP

NP
NNP
Draco

.
!

VP

MD
should VB

kill

NP
NNP
Marian

Figure 6: Phrase structure tree of “Draco should kill
Marian!”

nsubj(kill-3, Draco-1)
aux(kill-3, should-2)
root(ROOT-0, kill-3)
dobj(kill-3, Marian-4)
Figure 7: Typed dependencies of “Draco should kill
Marian!”

Figure 5: Mobile user interface.
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The typed dependencies are all binary relations,
where a grammatical relation holds between a
“governor” and a “dependent”. In the above example,
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the relation nsubj (nominal subject) relates the noun
“Draco” with the corresponding verb “kill”, whereas
the relation dobj (direct object) relates this verb with
the object “Marian”. In this way, the sentence elements
are extracted and the sentence structure can be
translated into simple first-order logic sentences. In the
above example, the following sentence is extracted:
kill(Draco, Marian)
which means that “Draco” must perform the action
“kill” and the victim is “Marian”.
In the present work we generate simples logic
sentences composed by a conjunction of predicates,
e.g. from “Brian and Hoel fight against Draco” is
generated the sentence “fight(Brian, Draco) and
fight(Hoel, Draco)”.
With this dependency chain, the system is able to
extract “subject – direct object” relationships from
sentences. However, for this pattern to be valid, four
conditions must be met: (1) a nominal subject (nsubj)
dependency must exist; (2) the dependent of the nsubj
dependency must be a family member (in the phrase
structure tree); (3) the governor of this dependency
must be a verb, which means that a family member is
the head noun of the subject of a clause which is
predicated by the verb; and (4) a direct object (dobj)
dependency must exist and the governor of this
dependency must match the index of the governor of
the nsubj dependency – then we assume that the
dependency of the dobj relation is paired with the
family member found initially.
In the example above, the extracted logical
sentence already contains the semantic meaning
needed by our interaction system to infer a valid
suggestion to the story. However, there are some cases
where the subjects are not directly referenced. For
example, in the sentence “Brian saves Marian and
marries her.”, the pronoun “her” refers to “Marian”.
However, when we compute the typed dependencies
for this sentence (Figure 8), we see in the relation
“dobj(marries-5, her-6)” that the pronoun “her” was
not resolved and, in some cases, it’s not possible to
solve it using only the phrase structure tree. The
process of resolving what pronoun or a noun phrase
refers to is called anaphora resolution. To solve this
problem, we used another tool from the Stanford
Natural Language Processing Group, the Stanford
Deterministic
Coreference
Resolution
System
[Raghunathan et al. 2010], which is able to indicate
precisely the correct reference of any unknown
pronoun.
The parser also verifies the occurrence of
negations. For example, in the sentence “Draco should
not kill Marian!”, the adverb “not” completely changes
the meaning of the sentence. To identify negations, the
parser analyses the occurrence of negation modifiers
(“neg”) in the typed dependency list. Figure 9
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illustrates the typed dependency for the example above
and the occurrence of the negation modifier.
nsubj(saves-2, Brian-1)
nsubj(marries-5, Brian-1)
root(ROOT-0, saves-2)
dobj(saves-2, Marian-3)
conj_and(saves-2, marry-5)
dobj(marries-5, her-6)
Figure 8: Example of anaphora problem in the sentence
“Brian saves Marian and marries her.”

nsubj(kill-4, Draco-1)
aux(kill-4, should-2)
neg(kill-4, not-3)
root(ROOT-0, kill-4)
dobj(kill-4, Marian-5)
Figure 9: Example of negation in the sentence “Draco should
not kill Marian!”

After translating the “subject – direct object”
relations into first-order logic sentences, the parser also
needs to validate the sentences. For example, the
predicate “fight(CH1, CH2)” requires a nominal subject
CH1 that is a valid character and a direct object CH2
that also is a valid character in the story context.
Moreover, the verb “fight” also must be a valid action.
To perform this validation, the parser has access to a
list of valid actions, characters and places. In this way,
the parser is able to identify the elements that the
words represent. However, almost all words have
synonyms and to deal with this, the parser also
incorporates a dictionary of synonyms associated with
each action, character and place. So, it is able to parse
sentences such as “The hero should annihilate the
villain!”, where the verb “annihilate” is a synonym of
the action “kill”, and the objects “hero” and “villain”
are, respectively, the roles of the characters “Brian”
and “Draco”.
Ideally, the parser expects sentences that contain at
least one verb, one nominal subject and a direct object.
However, this not always happens; in some cases the
subject, the direct object, or both are omitted. For
example, the sentence “Kill the princess!” does not
express directly who should perform the action “kill”,
but indicates the direct object “princess” (Figure 10).
In this case, the parser is still able to generate a partial
logic sentence to represent it:
kill(*, Marian)
which means that someone “*” must perform the
action “kill” and the victim is “Marian” (identified by
its role in the story (“princess”)). The operator “*” can
be replaced by any valid character to complete the
logical sentence.
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root(ROOT-0, Kill-1)
det(princess-3, the-2)
dobj(Kill-1, princess-3)
Figure 10: Example of omitted subject in the sentence “Kill
the princess!”

The entire process of extracting valid first-order
logic sentences from text phrases is illustrated in
Figure 11. In the Syntax Parsing step, the Stanford
Parser receives a text phrase Sx as input and generates a
Dependency Tree and the Typed Dependencies for the
sentence. Using this information, in the Semantic
Analysis phase, the parser performs the Anaphora
Resolution process to resolve the pronouns of the
sentence and find valid synonyms using the Synonym
Dictionary. Finally, the parser checks the integrity of
the sentences using some Logic Rules and returns a list
of valid first-order logic sentences ( ).
Syntax Parsing

Semantic Analysis
Anaphora Resolution

from users, and calculated the average time necessary
to perform the recognition of the suggestions as firstorder logic sentences. The computer used to run the
experiments was an Intel Xeon E5620, 2.40 GHZ CPU,
24 GB of RAM using a single core to process the
algorithms. As a result we got the average time of 2.7
milliseconds to process an input comment and
recognize the suggestion as first-order logic sentences
(standard deviation of 1.3 milliseconds).
In our experiments, the multi-user natural language
interface produced good results. However, natural
language processing is not a trivial task. It is possible
that our parser will not correctly recognize every
possible valid sentence, but we believe that it will be
able to recognize the sentences in the most part of the
cases without the audience being aware of mistakes.
The time necessary to process the user suggestions is
small, but it grows according to the number of
suggestions to be processed. With a large number of
users interacting at same time, the parallelization of
this process may be necessary to guarantee the realtime execution of the narrative.

Phrase Structure Tree

Synonym Dictionary

Stanford Parser

6. Conclusions

Typed Dependencies
Logic Rules

Figure 11: The process of extracting valid first-order logic
sentences. Sx is the input text phrase and
is the output list
of predicates

5. Evaluation
To evaluate the multi-user natural language interface,
we performed a technical test to check the performance
and accuracy of the proposed method of interaction.
The evaluation was based on two experiments: (1) the
recognition rate test, to check the accuracy of the
predicted suggestions; and (2) the performance test, to
check the time needed to process the input comments
and recognize the suggestions as first-order logic
sentences. For both tests, we used a set of 107 text
suggestions collected from users that were testing the
interaction system. After a manual analysis of the
suggestions, we found 81 suggestions that were
manually classified as valid suggestions.
For the recognition rate test, we used our method to
extract valid story suggestions from the text
suggestions and then compared the results with the
results obtained by the manual classification. As a
result we got a recognition rate of 90.6%, with only 10
valid comments being incorrectly classified as invalid
suggestions. The main reason for the incorrect
classifications was the occurrence of spelling mistakes
in the comments.

In this paper, we presented a multi-user natural
language interface for interactive storytelling
applications designed for TV and cinema. The
proposed interaction method allows users to watch an
interactive movie and give suggestions/advices to
virtual characters through a mobile device – and then
observe the advices actually affecting the decision
made by the characters. As far as we are aware, this is
the first time this form of interaction is explored in a
fully implemented interactive narrative designed for
TV and cinema.
The prototype was built over the Logtell system;
however its architecture is generic enough to be
adopted by any interactive storytelling system
organized by chapters or scenes. Moreover, the
interaction mechanism can be adapted to other systems
that require a multi-user natural language interface.
As future works we intend to improve our
interaction system by including a module to
automatically correct spelling mistakes in the user
suggestions, which will probably increase the
recognition rates. Also we intend to conduct a user
study to evaluate the system usability from a HumanComputer Interaction (HCI) perspective and compare
the proposed interaction mechanism with other forms
of interaction in interactive narratives.

To evaluate the performance of our method, we
again utilized the collection of 107 comments collected
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